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ABSTRACT

In the context of the realisation of a Text-To-Speech[1] system
for Irish[2], a new algorithm for speech synthesis has been
developed. This algorithm, which achieves synthesis by
concatenation of diphones, is based principally on two classical
signal processing techniques: the linear prediction and the
Overlap and Add (OLA). Unlike the well-known TD-PSOLA
method, no pitch marking is required; instead, the recorded
segments are modified in order to produce pitch constant
signals. Thus, the OLA procedures are applied to broad
windows especially during concatenation, enabling a spectral
smoothing of the transition between the diphones.

An initial pitch modification, energy equalisation and, if
necessary, a lengthening of the shorter sounds are carried out.
The actual synthesis then consists of two modules:
concatenation and prosody matching, including pitch and
duration modification.

The pitch modification (both in the initialisation stage and in the
prosody matching) is realised through a linear prediction
analysis of the signal, producing estimates of the vocal tract
filter and the glottal signal. In order to modify the pitch without
changing the formant frequencies, an interpolation (or
decimation) is applied to each period of the glottal signal
according to the required pitch modification rate.

The duration modification is based on the time-scale
modification algorithm proposed by Roucos and Wilgus [3],
called the Synchronous Overlap and Add algorithm. The method
and the computation of its parameters have been optimised,
producing a very high quality time-scale modification.

Finally, the concatenation module consists of overlapping the
common phoneme of the two diphones being concatenated. A
computation of their cross correlation allows us to synchronise
them avoiding phase mismatch. The constant pitch allows a
large overlap of the signals. Before their addition, two half
hamming windows (the first one is decreasing and the second
one is increasing) are applied to the signals to generate a smooth
spectral transition.

The algorithm has been tested on Irish sentences. The diphones
have been extracted from a corpus recorded by an Irish speaker,
trying hard to keep a constant pitch during the pronunciation to
facilitate the initial pitch modification. The prosody of the
sentence have been defined from a reference pronunciation of
the same sentence. The synthesised sentence is fairly clear with
some degree of naturalness.

1. INTRODUCTION
The main interest of speech synthesis by diphone concatenation
is that it takes advantage of the natural features of recorded
speech, limiting human intervention to the application of simple
signal processing operations, while it requires only a small
amount of data because of the elementary aspect of the acoustic
unit used, namely the diphone.

Algorithms, such as TD-PSOLA and MBROLA, which generate
good quality speech signals by a simple but judicious
manipulation of speech segments provided some preprocessing
operation (pitch marking) is applied to the data, have shown that
a good speech synthesizer can be realised by the adaptation of
classical signal processing techniques.

We propose a new speech synthesis algorithm based on two
signal processing operations: the linear prediction technique and
the Synchronized OverLap and Add technique (SOLA). This
algorithm requires a preprocessing module which performs pitch
equalisation, extension of duration and amplitude modification
on each diphone of the database.

We will, first, give an overview of the structure of the
synthesizer; then detail the techniques employed in the
algorithm and, finally, describe its application to a speech
synthesizer for Irish.

2. THE SYNTHESIZER
As described by the figure 1, the synthesizer is composed of two
parts: a preprocessing module and a synthesis module. The
synthesis is done in two steps: the concatenation and the
prosody matching. The information necessary to the synthesis
module is the list of the phonemes, their duration and their
pitch. (figure 1)

2.1. Synthesis Module

2.1.1. Concatenation

The concatenation is done by overlapping the ends of two
successives diphones. In order to guarantee a good transition
from one diphone to the other, the overlap is applied on a
segment containing several pitch periods multiplied by a
window. It implies that the two diphones have the same
fundamental frequency, the same amplitude and that they are
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long enough to ensure a large overlap which does not reach the
transition between the phonemes

2.1.2. Prosody Matching

The fundamental frequency is modified by the application of an
interpolation (or a decimation) on the estimate of the excitation
signal obtained by autoregressive analysis of the signal. The
interpolation rate is easily worked out if all the diphones of the
database have the same fundamental frequency.

The duration modification is realised using a technique
proposed by Roucos and Wilgus called SOLA (Synchronous
OverLap-Add) and optimised for our application. It consists in
building a signal from segments taken from another one.

2.2. Preprocessing Module
The aim of this module is to preprare the data to facilitate rapid
synthesis.

2.2.1. Pitch Equalization

The concatenation and the pitch modification operations require
that all the diphones have the same pitch. The length of each
period of a signal is determined by an autocorrelation applied to
small blocks of this same signal. The position of the largest
value in the autocorrelation signal gives the period. An
interpolation (or a decimation) is then applied on the estimate of
the glottal signal to increase (or decrease) the fundamental
frequency while the formants are unchanged.

Figure 1: The synthesizer

2.2.2. Amplitude Modification

Every occurence of a given phoneme must have the same
amplitude. An equalization is performed on each half-diphone
by multiplying it by a correction coefficient (as a logarithmic
curve) according to the comparison of its energy level and the
reference energy of the relevant phoneme.

2.2.3. Extending the duration of a diphone

If an end of a diphone is too short to be correctly concatenated,
it is lengthened in the preprocessing module using the SOLA
technique.

3. THE TECHNIQUES USED

3.1. Pitch Detection
As seen in the first part, the principle of the synthesiser is based
on the equalization of the pitch for all the diphones. The pitch is
modified on two occasions: in the preprocessing module and
during the prosody matching stage. In the preprocessing module,
a pitch detection must be done first.

The length of each period is given by the maximization of the
autocorrelation of a segment of the signal. The autocorrelation
of a periodic signal is itself a periodic signal, with the same
period and a maximum value on zero. If the autocorrelation is
computed for a shift greater than 0, the first maximum gives the
period. In our application, the autocorrelation is computed on a
window of depM samples for a shift between depm and depM. If
the period is between this two values the maximum gives the
period.

Instead of the classical autocorrelation, the normalized
autocorrelation, given by
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is used. Its values, always between 0 and 1, indicate if the two
successive periods look like each other. Assuming that the
period is moving slowly, the value of maximum allows to adapt
depm and depM in the following way
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Figure 2: normalized autocorrelation (depm=50, depM=200)

This method gives good results if the pitch is between Tmin and
Tmax. Therefore, to ensure its success, the speaker who record
the database is asked to pronounce the dipones with a
monotonous tone.

3.2. Pitch Modification
The pitch modification is based on the interpolation (or a
decimation in the case of a decrease of the period) of the
temporal signal. If the interpolation is applied on the speech
signal, the formants wil be shifted with the same ratio than the
fundamental frequency. To keep the formants unchanged, it is
necessary to separate the formantic structure of the speech from
the fundamental one. This can be done by a linear prediction
which provides an estimate of the vocal tract filter. By filtering
the speech signal, an estimate of the glottal signal is obtained. If
the interpolation is applied to the source, the formants are not
modified, the signal is then reconstructed from the new glottal
signal and the unchanged vocal tract filter.
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Figure 3: modification of the pitch

3.3. Amplitude Modification
The amplitude is modified according to the result of the
comparison of the RMS value (Root Mean Square) of the half-
diphone to the reference RMS value of the corresponding
phoneme. The expression of the RMS value is:
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The expression of a logarithmic curve is computed allowing to
modify the end of the diphone and keep the same amplitude at
the transition between the phone (figure 4).
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Figure 4: modification of the amplitude

When the segment to be modified is at the end of the diphone,
the expression of the gain curve is:
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g is the expected gain at the end of the segment.

When the segment is at the end:
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3.4. Duration Modification
SOLA is a method of time-scale modification proposed by
Roucos and Wilgus which extracts some signal segments of a
speech signal to create a new one. The segments are extracted
every Sa samples from the input signal then overlap and add
every Ss samples. If Ss is different from Sa, the length of the
output signal is different too. To avoid phase mismatches when
a new segment is add to the output signal, they propose to adjust
the value of Ss at each addition to ensure a synchronisation. The
shift is determined by the maximisation of the cross correlation
between the output signal and the segment. The lengthening is
given by the ratio Ss/Sa.
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Figure 5: reduction of a signal

This algorithm has been optimized: instead of adjusting Ss we
prefer to add the shift to Sa and keep Ss constant. Like that, the
effect of the window used for the addition can be easily
supressed because it depends only of Ss (which is constant).
Indeed if the length of the window is a power of two times Ss,
the amplitude is multiplied by a constant value which is this
power (for example, if the window length is equal to 4Ss, the
output signal is multiplied by 2).

The computation of the ratio has also been modified to be more
accurate: let L_or be the length of the input signal and L_fin the
expected length of the output signal. n*Sa and n*Ss are the
positions of the nth window on the input signal and on the ouput
signal. If L is the length of a window, the output signal has
n*Ss+L samples at the nth iteration.If the nth iteration is the last
one, the length will be n*Ss+L_or-n*Sa (the length of the last
window is L_or-n*Sa) and the lengthening All is given by:
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where E is the integer part of [ ]. This expression is
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We obtain two equations used to compute Sa and Ss. For a large
signal (L_or>>L) the ratio of the lengths is given by Ss/Sa as
given by Roucos. For small signals, this is not true anymore. In
this case, it is better to give a value to the largest shift and
compute the other one: to increase the length, a value is given to
Ss and Sa is computed by
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The first shift (Ss to increase and Sa to decrease the length) must
be large enough to avoid a too small value of Sa which would
involves a slow execution of the process. But if Ss is too high it
induces a periodization of the output signal (figure 6). A good
value is T, the pitch period.

The figure 6 shows an example with Ss=2T, we can see that
some group of two periods are repeated several times. It results
in a hoarse voice.

The length of the window (L) must contain several periods to
ensure a good overlap, we propose L=4T.

3.5. Concatenation
The concatenation is done by overlapping the ends of the two
diphones and adding them on several periods. The position of
the two segments is determined using the cross correlation
between the two signals. A biased version of the cross
correlation is used to give a weight to the small shifts (and have
a shift smaller than one period to ensure a large overlap):
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where x1 and x2 are the ends of the diphones multiplied by an
hamming window of N samples.



The maximization of the cross correlation gives the shift to be
applied on the second diphone.

The signals are windowed before their addition A half hamming
window is chosen to make a smooth transition from one diphone
to the next one (figure 7). In this way, if the formants of the two
diphones are different a good transition is done. The effect of
the windows is cancelled during the addition and no
normalization is necessary.
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Figure 7: windowing and addition

If the diphone is a plosive, a large overlap is not good because
the diphones are usually segmented at a position giving two
different patterns one each side. The cross correlation is then
computed for a very large shift as describe by the figure 8.
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Figure 8: Cross correlation computation for a plosive

When the two signals are positioned, they are added with their
windows. An normalization is then necessary to remove the
effect of the windows (figure 9).
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Figure 9: concatenation of two plosives

4. APPLICATION TO THE SYNTHESIZER
FOR IRISH

4.1. The Corpus
The monolingual Irish dictionary, “An Foclóir Beag”, has been
computerised. The dictionary system contains the text of the
meanings of the words. A program was run to generate a quasi-
IPA phonetic transcription of the meanings text. From this
transcription another program was then run to extract the
diphones and the text for the diphones.

4.2.  Recording
The text with the corresponding diphones were printed. This
text was then used as the source material for the recording.

A couple of minor points that were learned were that text has to
be large and the page short, so landscape would be preferable to
portrait. Using large font with a landscape orientation facilitates
the reader doing the recording without having to move his or her
head relative to the microphone giving a better recording.

The recordings were engineered by Paschal De Paor, using the
recording studio in the Computer Science Department at the
University of Limerick.

5. Conclusion.
The algorithm is based on classic techniques but does not
require pitch marking and concatenation is done on a large
overlap of the diphones to ensure good transition between the
sounds. The first test on Irish have been very encouraging.

The next step is to complete the database and further develop
the prosody.
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Figure 6: lengthening of a [o:] (Ss=246, Sa=47, T=123 samples)
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